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South Sudan: Crisis
Situation Report No.77 (as of 5 March 2015)

This report was produced by OCHA South Sudan in collaboration with humanitarian partners. It covers the period from  27 February-5 March.  
This report uses planning figures from the 2015 Humanitarian Response Plan (http://j.mp/SouthSudanHRP). The next report will be issued on or 
around 13 March 2015.

Situation overview                                                                                                                                        
On 5 March, heavy fighting was reported in Duk Duk, Renk, Upper Nile State. Five people were reportedly killed. 
The situation in Melut remained relatively calm but armed troops were reported in the town. Previously, on 3 March, 
mortar shelling continued across the Sobat River in Nasir, in Upper Nile State. Nasir town was reportedly largely 
deserted.

In Western Bahr el Ghazal, shooting by armed men was reported in Wau, the capital, on 2 March. Five people were 
reportedly killed and eight others injured during the shooting. The situation was reportedly now calm by the end of 
the reporting period.

Criminal activities and sporadic shooting continued around Rumbek, capital of Lakes. On 4 March, two students 
from Rumbek Secondary School were shot and killed by unknown armed men. Previously, two men were also killed 
in Akwac village along the Rumbek to Wulu road (also in Lakes) by armed men. The motive of the killings remained 
unclear and investigations continue.

Partners  now believe that the number of children abducted by armed men in Wau Shilluk, Upper Nile State, may 
be in the hundreds, not 89 as previously reported.

4.1 million
People to be assisted by the end of 2015 
(HRP)

2.5 million
People facing crisis/emergency levels of 
food insecurity Jan-Mar 2015 (IPC)

1.5 million
People internally displaced by conflict 
since December 2013 (OCHA)

$529 million
Pledged at Nairobi conference for re-
sponse to South Sudan crisis (OCHA)

 ● In Bentiu Protection of Civilians site,12, 018 
children were screened for malnutrition, 
identifying a proxy global acute malnutrition 
rate of 12.5 per cent - an improvement since 
the previous screening in December (proxy 
GAM 18.8 per cent).

 ● An initial rapid needs assessment is under 
way in Nimni, Unity State.

 ● For the first time in nearly 18 months a 
humanitarian convoy has arrived in Maban, 
Upper Nile State, from Juba.
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Humanitarian Funding
At the Nairobi conference, $618 million was pledged - $529 million of it new money - to support the humanitarian 
response in South Sudan and the region. $452 million of the pledges is for work inside South Sudan, and $81 million 
is to support South Sudanese refugees. 

As of 6 March 2015, 29 per cent of total pledges or some $155 million were committed to both the response in South 
Sudan and to the region ($139 million of this for projects inside South Sudan). This represents an increase of 1.1 
million in total commitments during the last week (changes from last week are in red, below).

Status of Nairobi pledges (http://fts.unocha.org/)

HRP 2015 
Pledge 
Amount $

Refugee 
response 
Pledge 
Amount $

$ Total 
Pledge

HRP 2015 
Committed 
Amount $

Refugee 
Response 
Committed 
Amount

$ Total 
committed 
amount

$ Total 
Outstanding 
Pledge

Total per cent 
of pledge 
committed

Australia 3,900,000 3,900,000 0 0 3,900,000 0 per cent 
EC 64,700,000 15,300,000 80,000,000 64,700,000 15,300,000 80,000,000 0 100 per cent 
Ireland 3,400,000 3,400,000 0 0 3,400,000 0 per cent 
Italy 5,000,000 5,000,000 0 0 5,000,000 0 per cent 
Japan 61,320,000 27,150,000 88,470,000 0 1,100,000 88,470,000 1 per cent 

Kenya Commercial Bank 109,000

Netherlands 15,100,000 15,100,000 0 0 15,100,000 0 per cent 
Norway 20,000,000 20,000,000 0 0 20,000,000 0 per cent 
Sweden 14,600,000 6,400,000 21,000,000 0 0 0 21,000,000 0 per cent 
Switzerland 19,400,000 19,400,000 0 0 19,400,000 0 per cent 
United States of America 245,000,000 28,000,000 273,000,000 74,485,136 0 74,485,136 198,514,864 27 per cent 
Total 452,420,000 80,750,000 529,270,000 139,185,136 15,300,000 155,585,136 373,793,864 29 per cent 

Priority response areas through 7 March

The boundaries and shown on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations. See note with first map.
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Service clusters

Logistics

Response
 ● Delivery of supplies: Over the last week, 94 metric tonnes of humanitarian relief items were airlifted on behalf 

of 10 different organizations to Jonglei, Upper Nile, and Unity.
 ● Humanitarian barge: The humanitarian barge was being loaded in Bor, capital of Jonglei State, and was 

expected to start moving north to Malakal and Melut end of this week.

Constraints
 ● Funding is needed to make critical road and airstrip repairs and pre-position supplies  before the rainy season.
 ● The road from Langohok-Mir Mir (main towns: Rumbek, in Lakes – Leer, in Unity) was closed and not passable.
 ● The road from Mathiang – Maiwut in Upper Nile,was flagged in 2 large critical spots, however, it is passable with 

difficulties. 
 ● The latest access constraints map can be found here: http://www.logcluster.org/map/access-constraints-map-

27-february-2015

Emergency Telecommunications 
Needs

 ● To meet the connectivity needs of aid agencies operating in South Sudan, the Emergency Telecommunications 
Cluster (ETC) is currently providing vital front-line ICT services to over 120 humanitarian organizations operating 
in South Sudan, including security telecommunications and internet connectivity services, technical support (help 
desk support and management) and training. Currently, ETC is focusing on implementation of the Humanitarian 
Internet Support Project (HISP), a more sustainable and reliable internet connectivity service in sites where the 
humanitarian presence is stable and a long-term solution is needed. The ETC is concentrating its efforts on 
providing emergency response data connectivity and security telecommunication services to priority locations 
being established by the Inter-Cluster Working Group (ICWG) in response to the ongoing complex crisis.

Response
 ● The ETC was providing on-site as well as remote emergency response connectivity support to 11 sites 

across South Sudan.
 ● Internet/HISP: In Mingkaman, internet interruption continued in the humanitarian hub. A mission was ongoing 

to resolve the technical issue, and as a long-term solution HISP will be rolled out in Mingkaman. In Malakal, the 
deployment and roll-out of HISP infrastructures and services has been completed - 13 humanitarian agencies 
are connected. A user authentication system was  being deployed. 

 ● Radio training: Partners conducted a training in Rumbek on the use of radio equipment. Radio programming 
services continued to be provided to humanitarian partners.

Response clusters
CCCM

Needs
 ● 1.5 million people (out of 1.9 million in need) are to be assisted through camp coordination and camp 

management services including services within camps and settlements like service monitoring; displacement 
tracking, registration, and profiling; and involvement of community leaders and key stakeholders in camp 
management and response.

Response
 ● Deployment of cluster focal points: CCCM county focal points have been appointed and were deployed in 

Jonglei (Akobo, Canal, Fangak, Nyirol, Pibor, and Uror); Lakes ( Cuibet, Rumbek North, Rumbek East, Rumbek 
Centre, Yirol West, Yirol East, Wulu); Upper Nile (Maiwut, Longochuk, and Panyikang); Unity (Abiemnhom, Guit, 
Koch, Mayom, Panyijiar).

 ● Malakal: WASH facilities were being set up in the new PoC extension. About 800m of perimeter fence has been 
completed.
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Gaps and Constraints
 ● Community members express reservations regarding relocating to the PoC extension in Malakal, due to security 

concerns. Discussion with the community was ongoing.
 ● Ongoing concern regarding child recruitment in Malakal was being followed up by partners.

Education

Needs
 ● 519,700 people are to be assisted (out of 1.7 million in need) through education activities. The conflict 

continued to limit education activities in many parts of the country especially Central Equatoria, Greater Upper 
Nile, and Lakes. Children in affected areas are unable to access schools, lack learning materials, and suffer from 
the absence of teachers or schools.

Response
 ● During 2015 192,852 people (40 per cent girls) have been reached with support by the cluster.
 ● School supplies and textbooks: In the last 2 weeks, 54,031 children (36 per cent girls) were reached with 

schools supplies in Ayod, Akobo, Maban and Maiwut. This has enhanced learning as learners feel motivated to 
attend school regularly given the availability of the learning and recreational materials . Textbooks that were sent 
via air charter to Old Fangak were carried this week to Kuernyang and Mareang, to benefit communities where 
displaced people and host communities have been without any access to education or learning materials since 
December 2013. 

 ● Examinations: Exams were conducted in  Rubkona and Kuachual for 875 children (27 per cent girls), reaching 
displaced and host community children.

Gaps and constraints
 ● School occupation: 89 schools remained occupied; 30 by armed elements; 54 by displaced people, two by 

both displaced people and armed elements and three by unknown parties. 
 ● Teachers continue to be paid irregularly.

 Food Security and Livelihoods 
Needs

 ● Out of 6.4 million overall who need support:
 ● 1.6 million people to be assisted with food support (787,200 men; 819,400 women)
 ● 2.8 million people to be assisted with livelihoods inputs (1.4 million men; 1.4 million women)
 ● 1.7 million people to be reached with livelihood assets (812,600 men; 845,800 women)

Response
 ● Rapid response operations: Food distribution was completed in Kurwai, Jonglei State for 8,100 people and 

registration was completed in Nayanapol, also in Jonglei State for 29,549 people. Air drops were ongoing to 
support planned distributions in Ganyel, Mayendit, Nyal, and Thanker.

 ● Improving the cold chain: A team was deployed to Northern Bahr el Ghazal, visiting five counties to assess 
cold chain capacities and recommend improvements. Cold chain facilities were crucial for the delivery and 
storage of livestock vaccines.

 ● Vaccinations: A dry season livestock vaccination campaign continues throughout the country. During the last 
week, a team was in Northern Bahr el Ghazal assessing the situation and coordinating planned vaccination with 
partners on the ground. Vaccinations were dispatched to partners in Unity State to treat 25,000 livestock.
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 ● Livelihoods supplies: Twenty-five emergency fishing kits were 
distributed to people in Nimule, Eastern Equatoria. Thousands of 
inputs were being prepositioned on the ground, and warehouse 
capacity was strengthened in Bor, Wau, and Rumbek to prepare 
for the upcoming Emergency Livelihood Response Programme 
(ELRP) campaign.

 Health

Needs
 ● Emergency Primary Health Care services and Minimal Initial 

Service Package (MISP) for vulnerable people with limited 
or no access to health services, as well as pipeline support 
for gaps in supplies for medicines and reproductive health 
commodities. 

 ● Response to health-related emergencies, including prevention 
and control of communicable diseases.

Response
 ● During the week, 13,145 displaced people consulted with 

health providers.
 ● Since 19 February, no new cholera cases have been reported 

after the outbreak in Ikotos, Eastern Equatoria. Aid agencies 
continue to coordinate with national and state ministries on the 
response.

 ● Health rapid response teams were deployed in Kotdalok, Nyirol 
and Udier. Primary health services in Udier will be handed over to 
a new partner.

 ● Vaccination: 297,455 children between 9-15 years of age have 
been reached with three doses of trivalent oral polio vaccine (tOPV) 
in 9 out of 32 counties, including PoCs in Bentiu, Bor, and Malakal.

Gaps and constraints
 ● Fluid population movement hinders response in remote locations.
 ● Cluster partners were engaging in ongoing discussions regarding 

waning drug stocks.
 ● Lack of available partners to provide sustained health interventions 

in hard-to-access localities.
 ● Funding is needed to ensure pre-positioning of supplies early in the 

year.

Mine Action

Needs
 ● Land-mines and explosive remnants of war were present in all the states of South Sudan. Partners need to 

provide mine action survey, clearance as well as risk education to vulnerable communities.

Response
 ● Unity State:  Route Assessment and Clearance Teams began clearance operations on Mayom-Mankien-Goal, 

Mayom-Tam, and Mayom-Wangkai roads. In the Bentiu POC expansion area, an Explosive Ordnance disposal 
(EOD) team carried out ground preparation (with armored D7) and visual follow-up to ensure safety of partners 
who work there. In addition, they conducted ordnance disposal spot tasks with one hand grenade moved from 
POC4 to the safe storage. Mine action teams participated in the initial rapid needs assessment in Nimni.

 ● Upper Nile: Mine Action teams removed a abandoned ordnance from an area that was being cleared for an 
expansion of the humanitarian hub site. Mine Action conducted a visual search of the remaining area and could 
not locate any additional ordnance.

Health Key Figures

Health Week 9 Cumulative*

Number of medical 

interventions (whole 

country)

91,561 636,798

Number of people in 

need (whole country)
6,400,000

Number of people tar-

geted (whole country)
3,400,000

Outpatient Consulta-

tions conducted 
88,179 541,076

Cholera suspected 

cases, all counties
0 43

Cholera Deaths, all 

locations 
0 3

Leishmaniasis/Cases 14 928 

Leishmaniasis/Deaths 0 28

Hepatitis E Cases 1 4

Hepatitis E Deaths 0 0

Vaccination, Children 

(0-15 years) protected 

against polio through 

Round 3 SAID in 3 

conflict affected areas

844,483

Rep Health – Women 

provided ANC services
2,972 24,891

Rep Health – Women 

with assisted deliveries
370 3,680

Rep Health – Women 

with caesarean 

sections

40 380

People reached with 

GBV prevention 

messages

4,600 29,016

Source: Health Cluster, as of 22 February 2015; 
cumulative figures are of 29 December 2014
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 ● Jonglei: Mine action teams working in Bor and Pibor were conducting EOD and survey activities, including 
surveying the road  towards Akobo.

 ● Western Equatoria:  The cluster completed a route survey/clearance from Kwajok to Lunyaker and will 
assist food partners with route survey/clearance from Tenderr to Buko to facilitate the delivery of humanitarian 
assistance.

 Nutrition
Needs

 ● 1.9 million people are to be reached with nutrition support including : 1.66 million boys and girls under 
five  (844,553 girls; 811,432 boys, and pregnant and lactating women (PLW). 

Response
 ● Nutrition screening in Bentiu PoC: 12, 018 children were screened in late February. A proxy GAM rate of 

12.5 per cent (SAM 3.2 per cent) was found. This was an improvement compared to the general screening 
conducted in December, which found a proxy GAM rate of 18.8 per cent (3.5 per cent SAM). Community trainers 
participated in a refresher course on integrated management of acute malnutrition (IMAM).

 ● Nutrition partners were responding to an increase of internally displaced people from Jamam to Bankets-Maban 
county.

 ● Nutrition assessments were ongoing in Akobo West and Nyrol, both in Jonglei State; as well as a nutrition 
coverage survey in Northern Bahr El Ghazal. Nutrition assessments were completed in:

 ● Jazeera, Rubkona county, in Unity State (proxy GAM 3.8 per cent)
 ● Nayanapol, Ayod county, in Jonglei State (results pending)

 ● Nutrition rapid response teams were on the ground in Guit and Kuach, Unity State and Katdalok, Ayod county, 
in Jonglei.

 ● Training of trainers on Food Security and Nutrition Monitoring systems took place in Juba, with plans to 
cascade the training at the state level.

Gaps and constraints
 ● Access constraints due to both security and logistics reasons were limiting partners’ nutrition emergency 

response in the priority areas. This negatively reflects on programs’ performance indicators and increases 
defaulter rates.

 ● High population mobility: The mobility of populations in Mingkaman Lakes State, Rubkona county, Unity state 
and Maban county,Upper Nile poses challenges to nutrition service provision and treatment of malnourished 
boys and girls.  

 Multi-sector response for refugees

Needs
 ● The multi-sector response to refugees aims to support refugees living in South Sudan with humanitarian 

assistance.

Response
 ● Partners support South Sudan’s refugee population of 249,781 people with assistance.
 ● Refugee registration: Average weekly arrivals of Sudanese refugees in Yida, Unity State, were 672 in January 

and 712 in February. Meanwhile, during the reporting period, 662 new arrivals were registered in Yida, a slight 
increase on the previous week. 78 per cent of the new arrivals were women and children and come mainly from 
Kordofan State.

 ● Maban convoy: For the first time in nearly 18 months a humanitarian convoy has arrived in Maban, Upper Nile 
State, from Juba. Three initial trucks arrived on 4 March carrying timber for  refugee shelter.

 ● Doro camp: A water supply network at Doro extension site (refugee camp) has been completed. It has new 
motorized boreholes (with a capacity 10,000 liters per hour), one new borehole fitted with a hand pump, two 
water storage facilities (70,000 litres each) and six water points (36 taps); 3,000 individuals will benefit from the 
improvements.
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Gaps and constraints
 ● Crime: Crime against warehouses in Maban has been on the increase and disrupts service delivery. Partners 

were lobbying authorities to return police to the camps.
 ● Rub-hall construction delayed: Construction of a rub-hall in Ezo, Western Equatoria was delayed due to a lack 

of transport and technical experts.
 ● Inadequate WASH supply: New arrivals to Ajuong Thok in Unity State were going several days without WASH 

facilities and services and overall service quality was below emergency standards. Partners were working to 
scale up and provide two additional water towers, as well as emergency latrines, have been constructed.

Shelter and Non-Food Items

Needs
 ● 1.3 million people, out of 2.3 million in need, are to be reached with shelter and non-food item assistance..

Response
 ● Partners have reached 208,230  people with non food item support in 2015, of whom 5,830  received 

shelter assistance. 
 ● During the reporting period, the cluster completed distributions in: Twic, Warrap State, reaching 180 

vulnerable families with shelter support; and Panyikang, Upper Nile State, 707 households were reached with 
non food items.

 ● Distributions were underway in: Abyei Town (Abyei):  supporting construction of tukuls for 255HHs; Bor town: 
Ddstribution to 42 HHs affected by conflict  in Langbar; Mathiang (Longochuk, Upper Nile): distribution of NFI 
to 1,200 households; Nyang, Adior (Yirol East, Lakes): distribution of NFI to 2,000 households; Nyanpol (Ayod, 
Jonglei): distribution to 2,967 HHs ; POC 3, UN House (Central Equatoria): shelters have been constructed for 
265 families to date, 245 shelters are in progress.

 ● Assessments were completed in :  Kuach, Guit, Unity; Ngop, Rubkona, Unity; and Duk, Twic East, Jonglei.

Gaps and Constraints
 ● Delayed distribution: Distributions in Baliet, Upper Nile and Akobo, Jonglei are pending, due to delays in arrival 

of stock as well as staff.

 Protection

Needs

3.3 million people are to be reached with protection assistance (1.5 million men, 1.6 million women). Key 
protection needs include physical protection, freedom of movement, gender-based and sexual violence (including 
support and response services to survivors), child protection, land rights, rule of law, and protection issues related 
to durable solutions, housing, land, property and civil documentation. Protection needs are most acute in the States 
and counties with the highest concentration of displaced people and the highest number of conflict-related incidents, 
categories that may overlap.

People to be reached with GBV interventions: 220,500

People to be reached with child protection interventions: 340,295 children and 240,000 adults

Response
 ● Since 2015 began, 4,939 people (35 per cent men and boys) have been reached with GBV messaging, and 

22,774 children (50 per cent men and boys); and 1,619 adults  participated in Child Protection in Emergencies 
Activities. 17,671 under 18s (48 per cent boys)  participated in psychosocial support activities.

 ● Psychosocial support and messaging: Partners continued to provide medical and psycho-social support 
to GBV survivors in Malakal, Bentiu, UN House (Juba) and Awerial POC sites. GBV messages were also 
disseminated through house-to-house outreach activities and regular group dialogue sessions with men, women, 
elders and religious leaders. The theme of unwanted and early pregnancies was discussed at the women’s 
weekly group meeting in Malakal, while Internews FM radio and mobile motorcyclists aired messages in UN 
House POC sites for International Women’s Day.

 ● Water points: Protection partners continued to advocate with WASH partners to increase the number of water 
points in POC-3 (UN House, Juba), in a bid to reduce the risk of violence against women and girls.

 ● GBV: Rape-kits arrived in Malakal to be distributed to health organizations working throughout Upper Nile state.
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 ● Trainings: Partners continued to train community members, NGO staff, womens’ representatives and youth on 
topics including mediation and GBV prevention in Malakal. In Juba, trainings were conducted in psycho-social 
first aid, GBV prevention, and referral pathways. In Koch, health staff were trained on clinical management of 
rape. Site management staff in Mingkaman participated in protection trainings.

Gaps and constraints
 ● Registration in Bentiu: An estimated 16,000displaced people in Bentiu town and the Bentiu PoC site have not 

been biometrically registered.  A registration exercise was planned in March. Targeted psycho-social support 
activities for young men in the Bentiu PoC site are also needed.

 ● Transit care for children: Establishing transit care for registered unaccompanied asylum-seeking children 
(UASC) in hard-to-reach areas such as Ayod, Jonglei State, remains a challenge. Partners are training foster 
parents who will implement alternative care arrangements for these children.

 ● Family separation: The conflict continues to cause mass displacements and exacerbate family separation, 
including of children, elderly and disabled family members. Children are exposed to the risk of recruitment and 
use by armed groups given these separations, lack of education opportunities. Partners continue to advocate for 
the prevention of child recruitment and the release of those already recruited.

For further information or to provide feedback on this product, please contact: ; Iramaku Vundru Wilfred, Reporting Officer, vundru@
un.org  or Jennifer Paton, Public Information and Reporting Officer, patonj@un.org. Websites: www.unocha.org/south-sudan | http://southsu-
dan.humanitarianresponse.info/, Facebook UNOCHA South Sudan |Twitter @OCHASouthSudan


